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ON NATIONALITY AND SELF-DETERMINATION
By

Taliba Safidi

Comrads, Brothers and Sisters,
In the spirit of true struggle and solidarity, we greet you all.
The cadres here have just completed the July 1987 issue of CROSSROAD and
devoted special attention to Part Two of Can:rade-Brother Jali 1 Abdul
Mun 1:;3.qim' s A CASE AGAINST u.s. IX)MESTIC (NED) COIDNIALISM (we gave similar
attention to Part One in the May 1987 issue of CROSSROAD) • We THere mved by
both excerpts and in the course of discussing them several questions arose:
1) Why do so many of us still allow ourselves to be arbitrarily labelled
and called "neg~," "black," etc.?
2) Why does (neo) colonialism go un-detected in oW: camrunities?
3) What can THe do about (neo) colonialism in tenns of our youth?

These are canplex questions and by no means are THe equipped to give definitive answers to them. Yet, if we may, we would like to share sane of our,
feelings toward these subjects.
OUr discussion began with the question: Why do many of us still allow ourselves to be arbitrarily labelled and called "negroes," "blacks," "AfroAmericans," as well as other brandings to this effect? We all know that THe
are the direct descendants of the millions of Afrikans barbarically stolen,
beaten and imprison·~ under arrerikkkanism, and that the caning together of
the different enslaved Afrikan tribes ("nations") as well as the conditions
that they/we were forced to live under, is what makes us "New Afrikans". We
are still a nation, and we have always been a nation. We nust remember that,
and never allow ourselves to be called anything but that which we are: New
Afrikans.
There is nothing logically that -we can see which makes us "negroes" or
simple "black people," and by all means .3.11 of us, if not very few of us,
have dark enough skin to be ·:=onsidered "black." canrade-Brother Jalil saw the
beed to address this, as 'Nell as identify with New Afrikan nationality over
ten years ago, and -we need to do so now. We must do so because we not only
hold the right to have a nationality. But we nust preserve our national origin
and heritage. Neo-colonialism deprives our right to be New Afrikans. '!bey
deprive us in many ways, i.e., psychol·~ical genocide, depoliticization,
dehmnanization and sterilization program;. Amerikkka wants us to be "negroes"·
and "blacks" and "Afro-Americans" because to be such is to be void of our
true nationality, and to be void of OUr true naticnality is to be void of the
need for self-determination and liberation. Without such needs there could be
no struggle. We see the brainwashing tactics as well as all the other genocidal tactics of Amerikkkanism every day--in the <;:alonial schools, the 'news
media, ' and everyday life in our camnmities.
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The second question: Neo-colonialism goes undetected by many of us because
the so-called ccmntmitY .. leaders: !'lOt only accept the arbitrary branding of
our nation. They impose and encourage such genocidal labels by way of their
rainbow coalitions and integrationist programsG These type of leaders--neocolonial leaders--would have us beli~ve that if we prefer to live in our own
camrunities wi~ o~r own people, based on our own cultural ways of life and
our own heritage, that this makes us racist. Sone have even used the tenn
"reverse discrimination" but that's not ·:>nly wrong, but foolish.
Those of us who prefer to live in our own self-dete~ned cammunities with
our own people, based on our own cultural ways of life and our own heritage,
those of us who are devoted to the interests of our people as a whole, and the
independence of otir pe::>ple, are not in any way racist .. '!hey/we are nationalists-"Conmunistic New Afrikan. Nationalists"--and we, as Comrade-Brother Jalil stated,
have a right to struggle for such beliefs. 'lhese neo-colonial "leaders" and
integrationists don't want freedom fran the repression of Arterikkkanisrn. On the
contrary, they want to becane a part of the very systen which represses them.
This is why the cadres and i have never been able to accept the use of "AfroAmarican." In this we find a gross contradiction. We can't understand how one
can be an Afrikan--a New Afrikan--and an Amerikkkan at the sane time. It's
like saying "i 'm an Afrikan who accepts the repression, the genocide, and the
colonial deprivation of Amerikkkanism." It's like saying "i 'm a1. Afrikan who
knows of the u.s. imperial aggression O"l Angola, Tanzania, Zambia, M::>zambique,
Azania, Haiti, Grenada, Libya, as well as Nicaragua, Palestine, Afghanistan
and Iran--yet still wish to be a part of the Amerikkkan system. Canrads, Brothers and Sisters, we can't understand or condone such contradictory tenns and
behavior.
Question number three: What must we do i!'l tenns of our youth? ·we must revitalize that sense of pride we had in the 1950s and 1960s. Being ~airly young
ourselves, we can only go back so far7 but we need to reeducate and train the
people, build their consciousness tc:Mard struggle, teach some to fight, others
to be political leaders, teachers, and so on. We mist build the struggle around
the people--the youth--for the future is in their hands. We must show them the
effects of drugs brought in by the C.I.A. and F.B.I. and d~ into our carrnunities. The sterilization programs, ·the cr~alization campa~gns and the many
· genocidal assassinations carried qut by ,the :-;oldier-cops and paramilitary agents
of ~rikkka. We all have the .right of self-dete.r:m:i.nation, and by virtue of
that right we can freely deteniu.ne our own political status and freely p.trsue
our own ec~onanic, social and cultural developnent.
we must not only teach this, but show the need to struggle for liberation
as well. OUr youth are blind, but we can help them to see. If we but first
start seeing ourselves. The struggle is now, not yesterday and not tarorrow.
TOday we must ann ourselves and our ~ities with the knowledge and
revoluti<~>nary consciousness we need to cont>at i.Irperialism and neo··colonialism
both in as well as abroad the boundaries of Amerikkka. We must remenber and
teach our young and our old, that we are not sinple "black people," that we
are not "negroes" and nor can we be "Afro-Arrerikkkans." We are a nation--a
nation of ·New Afrikan ,men and wo.nen, repressed l.IDder the neo-colonial hands
of Amerikkka. OUr struggle began well over four hundred years agO, tmd they
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still continue today. Together we must raise up, wake up and struggle toward
self-determination, liberation, and the Republic of New Afrika.
In closing, i would like to add that once again what i have just shared
with you is the context of our discussion. If i/we have said anything which
needs correction, please by all means respond. we need all help and information ·Ne can gE?t ... Knowing that together ~ must stand so together we may grow,
i conclude until nex time.
New Afrikan Solidarity
One Struggle
One Aim
One· Destiny
Taliba Safidi
P.O. Eox C-64882
Repressa, CA
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WHO IS ALBERT ."NUH" WASHIOOTON?
(Suhnitted to CROSSROAD by the Queens '!\«> Camnmity Support Coalition)
Albert "Nuh"Washington was bom in New York City in 1941. His father, an
irrmigrant from. the south, worked on the rai !road before and after the war~ his
mother was bom and raised in New York City. His parents gave him a loving,
solid family setting and both contributed t::> his rcoral and tx>litical developrrent.
His father taught him the only limits on him were those which were self.L."TTppsed, while his nother taught him to read and hate racial oppression. She,
as a girl, had to fight white gangs jus.,.: to get into the local swirmting pool-and Huh would have to do the sarre 30 years later. Nuh' s father told him that
had he stayed in the so:1th, he would probably be dead, as he also spoke out
against the racism and lynchings. Nuh' s mother would p::>int out places that
wouldn't serve New Afrikans ("blacks") in New York City, and he leamed that
very little had changed over the years.
'Ibe New York City school system taught Nuh nothing, and without the love,
concern, and ability of his m:rther, he would probably be an illiterate. At
the age of 14, Nuh was exposed to New Afrikan (Black) Nationalism through the
Nation of Islam. Within a few years of this exposure, he would becane a PanAfricanist. Nuh' s first arrest came at age 15, when a couple of friends told
him they had been attacked by a group of whites. Along with three others, Nuh
went back into the white section to confront the hooligans who called the
police. Beaten and called all kinds of nanes, he realized that he was being
taught a lesson and that was: the system supported those who w::>uld attack New
Afrikans ("blacks") and New Afrikans were punished for defending themselves.
Years later while in Colo~ado, Nuh was instrumental in helping to fonn one
of the first Black Studies groups in prison. It was in the hole of Canon City
prison that Nuh read about Huey P. Newton's starting trial and the Black Panther
Party. In Denver, he contacted the Panther office and began political education
classes, he began to teach, and to grasp the dialectical method of thinking.
The Party taught him discipline and that raising the p::>litical consciousness
of the people was the single rcost important thing. Yet, he realized that just
expounding theories wasn't enough~ people had to be taught to believe in themselves and not doubt their own ability not only to resist but choose a course
of life suitable for their well being and follow it regardless of the forces
brought to bear up::>n them.
Mao said 11 We must slight the enemy," and Nuh tried to show the enemy as men
!10t worth fearing. 'Ibis attitude and distain f::>r the authority were ·to be used
as evidence against Nuh after the killing of two New York City policemen for
which he and four other members of the Black Panther-·Party were charge.l. 'Ibe
district attorney, by his own admission, stated he couldn't say or prove what
part Nuh allegedly played in the killings, but asked a jury to convict him
based upon his beliefs, which they did.
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Nuh has spent over 16 years in prison, 7 of them in solitary confinerrent.
He is transferred from prison to prison to prevent him from teaching other
prisoners the fundarrentals of Islam to which he is an adherent, and the creed
of respect for self and self-reliance. 'Ihe prison teach1:~ dependence and fear
of authoritative figures. Prison officials try to portray him as a threat to
security for not giving in to physical and psycholigical bullying. They have
tried to isolate him politically and separate him from family and supporters.
This has rret with sane success, as Nu!'1 receives little nail or visitors. But,
as he has said, "i 'm not in this to be popular, but because it is right." He
recognizes and strives for unity as he told sane people, "If i could do it
alone, it would have been done. But this requires a collective effort and we
must work together."
COINTELPRO and Operation CHAOS-type programs ~ave inhibited our ability to
effectively educate and organize. They ~re also used in to imprison many
fanner Panthers and revolutionaries. Albert Nuh Washington is just one of the
many.

Send letters to:

Albert Nuh Washington

#77-A-1528
135 State Street
Auburn, NY
13024-9000
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AGAINST COLLABORATION

Rayrcond Luc Levasseur

" ... it should never be easy for them to destroy us."
-- George Jackson
We call those who. cooperate with grand jury investigations, collaborators.
The tenn collaborator leaves abad taste in one's niouth. One thinks of those
who cooperated with nazi's during the war or i,n .Chile and South Africa today
where collaboration by individuals is used to seal the fate of those who
resist.
.
'!he united states supreme court has said that infoiinal'l't$ are the cornerstone of the so-called criminal justice system in anerika. It tqkes a nation
of informants to keep a million people locl<.ed down il:l. prison 'and nany others
in check.
·
·
No camrunity, organization or rovenent can remain healthy or seCUre if it
harbors those wh.:> inform. The te$ti..n'ony of a grand. jury (GJ) collaborator is
also testimony to that person's mor~l character. If that same person is a
political activist it is also a reflection of the strengths and weaknesses
of the rovement.
'!he grand jury is an aim of the FBI. What makes the GJ so insidious is its
use as a tool to develop infonnation and infonnants and its impact on our
communities and political organizations.
To paraphrase carlos Noya of the Liga Socialista Puertorriquena, the GJ is
used to: obtain information on activists and organizations through intimidation and threats1 to threaten people with inprisomnent1 to influence organizations to take trore refonnist positions1 to recruit informants and sabotage
the work of target organizat.Lons and fabricate charges against leadership;
to jail activists whose political work has proven effective1 'ID TEST THE
I

ATriTUDE OF AcriVISTS AND ORGANIZATIONS IN REnARD TO GRAND JURY REPRESSION.
And there should be no question about it, revol!.ltionary sectors of the

Puerto Rican Independence Movement have been in the vanguard in resisting
grand jury repression.
It may at first seem a simple principle to do as Ho Chi Minh once said in
"resolutely struggling against ou:- enemies •.• standing ready to fight, and
refusing to submit, to bow one-'s head." However, in practice and as concems
GJ investigations, this has not always been the case. Particularly in the
Boston area, which has had a political GJ working in conjunction with the
BosLuc task force/investigation, there have been far too many people who have
willingly collaborated with this investigation. It is useful in determining
a course of action to take a clos·er look at the Boston situation.
:SOsLuc is a multi-agency force (FBI, Joint Terrorist Task Force, state
and local police, etc.) assembled officially in February, 1983, but which in
fact existed in one for.m or another prior to that date. Its primary target
has been r~volutionary clandestine organizations. Its secondary target has
been whatever camnmity people BosLuc has felt supported the underground or
whoever had a finger pointed at them.
'Ihose who in sane way collaborated with the GJ investigation:
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El-1ME'IT ~: Political activist from the Keene, NH area who played a prominent role in the early Ohio-7 Defanse Carmittee. Dwyer was subpoenaed by
the GJ to provide physical exemplars (fingerprints and handwriting). He canplied i..rm"ediately. Subsequently, those e:.<:?mplars have been used in the EosLuc investigations. While Dwyer left the Defense Oxrmittee as soon as he
provided the exemplars, he remains politically active in supporting the
Irish Liberation struggle (ironic, given the vanguard position on collaboration taken by so many Irish Fightt'~r.s and their supporters).

ROBER!' OOYLE: Boston lawyer active with progressive causes. At one time
the lawyer for Kazi Toure in a state case in which Alan Berube (a govermnent
inf:>!'It'er) under the direction of BosLuc agents, placed a recording device
under the defense table during a court proceeding. Ibyle was subpcenaed before
the Boston GJ and refused to testify. However, he tumed around and provided
the court (and therefore the EosLuc investigation) with an affidavit in which
he provided much of the information Eosll.lc wanted fran him. Given the infonnation developed to that date by agents made Ibyle' s infonnation particularly
valuable and was subsequently used to target a camrunity activist who was
jailed after refusing to testify before the sane GJ. In addition, Doyle offered
to provide the court 'in carrera' the specific names of individuals BosLuc
agents were interested in. While D:::>yle continues to be hailed by the National
Lawyers Guild chapter in Boston as a grand· jury resister, nothing could be
further fran the truth.
JANET AXELROD: Ccmnunity activist who at one time was a paralegal v.orking
on the defense team for Kazi Toure (presently on trial for sedition) . Subpoened
to the GJ, Axelrod provided the government with inforrration of her privileged
(legal) conversations with Kazi.
SONIA DE'IMAN: Fotm::r po~itical activist and wife of Stanly Bond (revolu~·
tionary killed in Walpole prison). Faced with possibl: GJ subpoena, Det.rtan
provided a deposition to an assistant united states attorney in the presence
of an FBI agent. Her position is that the infonration is hannless.
SALLY STODDARD: FO~r political activist. Sally Sboddard resisted collaboration for a lengthy period of t.i.Ite, utilizing every legal neans at her disposal. During this period she, her children (both under age 5) , and friends
were constantly harassed, threatened, and had theor phones 1;;.3.pped by BosLuc
agents. In one incident her car was pulled over by ;olice and she, along with
her children and a friend, YJere forced to lie on the road with guns pointed
to the back of their heads. Forced to decide between collaboration or jail,
Sally Stoddard provided a lengthy deposition to Eosi.llc agents. While recognizing that the information provided was an act of collaboration, she has
repeatedly stated that sh9 had no other options, given the terror tactics
used against her by Bosi.uc agents and the lack of movement suwort.
RI01ARD SCHOFIELD: Forner political activist who was paid over $5,000 by
agents to spy on Sally Stoddard and turn the infonnation over to thos~-~ :;ama
agents. Subsequently, he testified in a state trial against tVJO of the Ohio-7.
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'IDKYO SUZUKI (AKA JOHN YANCEY) : Fbnner prison activist who provided lengthy
staterrents under questioning by BosLuc agents. His first conversation was
secretly recorded by a hidden ·microphone carried by .~ agent.
FELIPE NOOUERA: Political ~ctivist subpoenaed to the GJ and who subsequently
testified at great length. Transcripts fran the proceedings reveal a classic
example of how the interrogator man!ptllates and ultimately breaks the witness.
Noguera broke and turned into putty in the AUSA' s hand, providing as .much information as he could on a wide range of political organizations and activists.
He provided the names of people in the ccmnunity whan the investigation had
to that point failed to identify. 3e also provided detailed information on
these people and others, including Janet Axelrod and Georgia Hill. Anything,
as long as it keeps the government off HIS back. Noguera becane a goverrinlent
infonna.nt during these proceedings. Of particular concern is that while he
h3.3 testified as a govemnent witness against Kazi Tour·~ and is expected to
testify against the Ohio-7, he remains politically active and.attempts to
rehabilitate himself within the camrunity.
GEORGIA HILL: Attorney and farner political activist. Infonnation on her
was provided the GJ by Noguera. She testified before the same GJ and testified as a government witness against Kazi Toure.
·
LINDA COLEMAN:" Former political activist who was initially issued a trial
subp::>ena in the trial of Jamas Barrett in early 1984. At that time she took
the position on non-collaboration and refused to testify. The accelerated G1
activity following the capture of the Ohio-7 resulted in her being subpoenaed
before the ~ and testifying. She is now listed as a govemnent witness for
the Ohio-7 sedition trial.
KATHY WAL'IDN: Fonner political activist. Subpoenaed before the GJ and
testified. Listed as a govern!tent witness for the Ohio-7 trial.
JOSEPH ACE'ID (AKA JOSEPH BALINO).: Aceto didn't have to be pursuaded to
testify before the GJ. He jumped at the chance to cut a deal with the government. He has previously testified before state and federal grand juries without even a grant of immunity. In 1976, 1977 and 1984 Aceto ha$ been used by
the government to testify at trials of revolutionaries. He is a known rat who
has been in the government's witness protection program since 1976. Ac~1to was
recently convicted of ;-~ very brutal murder and is once again prostituting
himself to the FBI.
Reviewing these profiles in a lack of courage, one see's that rost fall
back on same type of excuse for their collaboration. Selective collaboration
(providing only physical exemplars)~ providing "hannless information" or providing inf::>nnation outside of the grand jury roan: lack of rrovement support;
fear of repression ·or bl3Ining the very existence of the investigation on those
in clandestinity. Those of bourgeois background seem to feel that their asses
and careers are. more important· than anyone else's.
None of these people claim to know anything of the Sam Melville-Jonathan
Jaqkson Unit of the United Freedom Front, the two organizations the investigation is focused on.
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On the face of it you 1 d think that people ~uld know when they 1 re wrong and

that providing information to an FBI investigation, irrespective of how inconsequential it may seem, has a terrible impact on building a political movement
that must have the strength and fortitude to en1ure. ~ one likes a snitch no
natter what the medium used to provide the information and no snitches should
set the stan~ds by which we fight government repression.
We must continue to advance the position that non-collabor~tion is a PRINCIPLE and not a tactic subject to varying circumstances. It is not an easy
position to take for there is never an easy tirre to go to jail and that is
always a possibility. And it is a position that should apply across the board,
whether one carries a protest si:J!l or a gt.m, whether your door has been knocked
on or kicked in.
Important vict·::>ries have been won through the principled acts of resistance
by those in the Puerto Rican Independence Movement. The New York 8 grand jury
resisters rrobilized much political support when they refused to cc:rnply with GJ
subpoenae 's. 'Ibday, New Afrikan Watani '!Yehimba is in jail for refusing to
testify before a GJ in california. [Watani Tyehimba has since been released. Fd.]
Carol Hill and Caneron Bishop refused to testify before the Boston grand jury.
Carol was jailed but released early due in no small part to the ccmmmity
support she received. However small they may seem at any given nonent, an i.rrt:>Ortant stat~1t is made by each person and organization that refuses to collaborate. It's the stuff we can be proud of, build with, and tell our children
about. ~ act of non-collaboration is an isolated one, for the history of independence and revolutionary struggles are repleat with courageous examples of
those who came before us and resisted the forces of i.nperialism and reaction.
However, in the wake of the BosLuc investigations YJe have failed to significantly advance the principle of non-collal:x>ration as an integral part of
corrmunity life and political organization. 'Ihere has not been the wide exposure
of the 'WOrst of the collaborators nor enough political support for those who
have resisted.
Cormrunity \\Ork and the task of mobilizing larger nl.Jlll:ers of people lies at
the heart of any camp:tign to build support for GJ resisters and related is::;ues.
The principle of non-collaboration must always be on our agenda and n~t Qe put
on the back burner only to be belatedly brought out again after the next wave
of repression.
We must be prepared to answer the difficult questions people ask al:x>ut our
JOsition on non-collal:x>raticn and act to ease the burden of those who are jailed.
- Most progressive people would not conceive of themselves as willing 'collaborators with apartheid, the counterrevolutionary forces in Central Arcerica, or
cops who kill.' Then why collaborate with the united states goverrurent?
We must take the example of those who have resisted and use ou:- ·-:ollective
experience to educate others. We need to build on the principles and raise the
consciousness of our conmunities and organizatioos to this very elerrentary form
of self-defense. It is roth a question of security and integrity.
Raym:md Luc ~vasseur
#10376-016
Federal De1:~:ntion Center
P.O. Box 178
Hartford, :T
06101-0178
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AFRICAN MUSLIMS AND THE STRUGGLE OF AFRICANS IN ~IKKKA

Abdul Majid

Historically, the relationship between Africans and Europeans in Amerikkka
has been one of oppression. This oppression was first in the fonn of slavery,
and then rrodified to a status of servitude to the European settlers.
One essential factor of slavery was to try to totally obliterate our historical past (roots). The purpose for this was to make us more amenable and to
make mre palatable our wretched conditions in 1lmerikkka. Prior to our. being
transported ·to the "new world" as slaves, ·we .lived in organized, floq.rishing
societies, governed by Africans . . 'lbese were sane of the most advanced societies known to mankind .at that time. Many of these states were either Islamic
or heavily populated by Muslims. 'lbese African MuSlims were very active in
the social, political, econanic and military affairs of these governments.
Also, our people were fierce warriors when it carne to ptotecting the integrity
of the family, as well as the sovereibnty of the state. We had Quran, along
with many outstanding examples :of the exenplary character of our peOple'·•
.'!bus, we must now ask ourselves: What happened to cause such a raQical
change in the Muslim of today :from his brother [and sister] of tl)e past? In
order to get a better understanding of this phenarenon, it is necessary, i
believe, to make a thorough examination of our past history (African). ~ere i
believe is where we will begin to unravel the canplexities of our present condition. Unfortunately, many of us have either forgotten wh~re· we cane ~xan or
tend to bru~h our past aside as an afterthought; and sadly, ·there are still
those of us who are ashamed ot our past (African heritage).
When Europeans first c~ into c·:)ntact with our foreparents on the shores
of Afric{l, there was a ITUtual respect and in sate cases we wer.-3 held in high
esteem and reverence by these peoples. '!his was due to our degree of sovereignty
and the order that Europeans found in the govenunents they cane in contact with.
It wasn't until we fell victim to internecine fighting and the slave trade
that Europeans began to see us in a different light, and began to lose respect
for us as_ a people. The primaiy factor that played a role in this change of
relationship was o~Jr loss of sovereignty and control ·:)f our destiny. We 'Were
no longer in control of any lan1 resources or governmei;lt upon being transported t:) Al.ierikkka and were finnly under European· Cbmination.
our entire way of life was changed, our religious, cultural, social, political and economdc institutions were totally scrapped by our colonizers. In
place of this we were given "-western kufir values" to imitate. 'Ibis was done
by the negation of everything we held of value for ourselves. Once this process began to take effect ut;)On our people, our· fa·te seened sealed, at least
for a time, and our capt!vi ty that ITUch easier for our· oppressors. As we know,
education (reading and writing) of Africans was a criminal offense, punishable
by law. In fact, even learning the Bible (old testaTYent) was discouraged, for
fear that this might l:-ekindle ideas in our minds that slavery and oppression
were wrong.
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Once we were effectively cut off from ':)ur roots (Africa), T.Ne were then
systematically mis-educated about·where we ~arne from ·~treugh lies and deceit.
Today when we look at our people, we can still see the lasting rrental scars
left by the false beliefs put forth by our oppressors. With this in mind, one
can see why Europeans were so slow and non-cc:mni ttal to free us from slavery
and grant our _people the guarantees and protections of their constitution.
However, this did not stop Africans in Arrerikkka from struggling to obtain
a better life, in spite of European intransigence and obstinancy. This obstinancy on their part has rrerely made our people that nuch more resolved in our
objective: To obtain full human rights, not as Amerikkkan citizens, per se, but
as hl.liTarl beings to be respected as such. We are reminded al.m:>st daily that we
still have a long road to t•:::tvel before we obtain freedan, justice and equality
in this society that we find ourselves still held captive. '!here are those
with ready-rrade simplistic solutions to our canplex problems, e.g., back to
Africa; pull yourself up by your bootstraps, and even genocide; we know all
teo well fran experience that it's neither easy nor simplistic--if only it were!
For with the exception of the indi•Jenous people of this land, no other ethnic
group of people has been so viciously exploited, systematically denied and
stymied in tenns of opportunities as we have; with laws actually created and
enacted with the specific intent and purpose of denying us the rights that
others (Europeans) took for granted. Even today de facto laws exist that deny
us jobs, housing, education, etc.
The struggle for full equality affects us all as a people regardl~ss of
political, econanic or religious persuasions. OUr collective oppression due to
racism is sarething none of us can escape because we are African before we are
anything. As ~lims of African descent we cannot afford the luxury of separating ourselves fran the masses of our people. We rrust rejin to see that what
happens and affects the masses of African people will also happen and affect
the African Mus lim. '!'No recent examples of this were the arrest of the Imam
and several brothers fran Al Taqwa in Brooklyn and the rm.1rder of a Muslim in
Flushing, Queens, by the police. Unfortunately, these incidents were neither
isolated nor the exception to the rule, but rather the nom when it co.-res to
our relationship with European Arner.ikkka. This is just one of the many fonns
of oppression the Muslim in general and Africans in particular are subjected
to. Oppression and repression are very high am:::>ngst African Muslims in
.tmerikkk3.' s concentration camps (prison). This goes on in spite of having
civilian Muslims employed in these camps. Muslims are discriminated against
both subtly and overtly in many other ways. We (Muslims) are fooling ourselves
if we really believe that we have freedan of religion in .Ameri.kkka or anything
else for that matter, as long as our people are continually denied their basic
human rights. Once we Muslims grasp this reality, then we can begin to deal
with our problem in Babylon (U.S.A.).
We are supposed to be Allah's vicegerents here on earth. We are taught to
fight oppression and aid the weak wherever we are. Allah camands us in Quran
to sharpen our swords and keep our steeds of war at the ready. We are taught
that death is preferred to oppression and denial of our right to 'NOrship freely.
So the question now is what are we Mus li.ms going to do? Are we going to get
involved and participate in the affairs of our cammunities? Are we going to
now get in the forefront of the, struggle of 01.1r people (where we should be)?
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Or, are we going to continue to tail behind the masses as we have been doing,
looking for E:XC1JSes as to why ·we shouldn't and can't get involved -in the plight
of the masses of Africans in Amerikkk.a. one jUStification for past non-involvem=nt in the U.S.A. has been _the Concern with MuSlims struggling in other cotmtries but this becanes' 1udi:=rous _when we see that Muslims elsewhere are dealing
with the oppression in their lands. Many brothers like to speak on the- Iranian
revolution and the,- restoration of Islam to that country. 'Ihay seem to overlook
the fact that Muslims ·11ere in the forefront of the fight. It was Muslims
arrongst others who helped lead the fight to topple that corrupt puppet of u.s.
imperialism, the Shah. 'Ihey (Muslims) didn't separate and isolate themselves
from t.'leir people; on the contrary, they stood shoulder to shoulder agitating,
organizing and educating ( tablik) the masses.
How much longer are VJe going to continue to sit by on the side lines before
we take the ''devil by the horns"? Of one thing we can assure ourselves, and
that is that conditions will not change for the better due to European benevolence or "sense of justice." If we are going to be sincere to 9urse1ves, then
we must "practice" the book. (Qurah) in full to the· best of our ability, not
just taking four Wives, or sone of the other tenets that are non-threatening
to our oppressors. Ultimately, we have to answer to a mqch higher authority
than this govenunent of modem-day Pharoahs, just as they (Pharoahs) will have
to anS\Ver for what they have done. ~ will not be able to use the excuse that
we didn't know any better, or had no place to go. For Allah will remind us:
"Did - he not make this earth spacious enough for all his servants 'and creation."
"If we are not for ourselves, who will be for
us. If not now, when?" El Hajj Malik Shabazz (Malcolm
As Salaarcu Alaikum

In Jihad
Abdul Majid
#83-A~0483

P.O. Box 149
Attica, NY 14011-0149
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A (BOOK) RE-VIEW

THE BANNER OF PIDPLE' S WAR: THE PARTY' S MILITARY LINE

By General Vo Nguyen Giap
Pr~eger

Publishers, 1970
Re-viewed by Atiba Sharma

Why should we take the time to re-view a bo:Jk that was written and published nearly twenty years ago? And why, when so rruch of our attention is
presently turned toward internal analyses and reconstruction, concern our- ·
selves with a book whose subject is Vietnam and its particular theory and
practice of people's war?
The banner of people's war is also held by the New Afrikan Independence
Moverrent (NAIM), and it was first raised over tYJenty years ago~ As we took
steps in the 1960s and 1970s to for.m our unique political and military
theories and lines, and to test them in practice, the book under re-view was
anong those we studied; its principles and propositions were among those we
debated. Sorre of the conclusions we drew at the time have proven valid, while
others have not. As we prepare for a new offensive, it behoves us to use a
re-view of this book as- one means (axoong others) of rooving forward by looking
back ....

*
It may l::e said that a captured combatant newsletter ain't the ideal vehicle
for initiating public discussions and analyses of past or proposed military
lines and activities. (At botbam, there is no ideal vehicle for initiating
public discussions of critical political lines and activities.) Hor.vever, our
movenent is presently required to advance the struggle under less than ideal
conditions. In view of security demands, we speak as generally as possible,
using what we got until we get what we need-using what we got as a means of
getting what we need.
At soma point in the near future our moverrent (i.e., one or rrore organized
political formations) will deva1op an anned organization that will create a
vehicle (i.e., journal, newspaper or newsletter, radio station, etc.), with
which to consistently address the people on military matters, and to supplement the political education of aJ:Ited canbatants principally provided by other
organs of the party. 'Ihe tasks of a vehicle that speaks with the voice of the
party's anred organization Y.Ould include, but not be limited to:
1) Informing the people of the occurance, causes, and pr.::>bable consequences of armed actions;
2) Exposing the people to lines and theories on rnilital:y matters;
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3) Informing the people on the general tasks confronting the movement and

our collective responsibilities in fulfilling them;
4) Exposing the .. QOOple tp views and analyses on the nation 1 s developnent
( "histo:ry"), the prcmotion of revolutionary artistic culture, and presentation of the components of :-evolutionary science (i.e., philosophy,
political eebnoiJ1Y, etc. ) ;
5) Generally assist 1n the processeS of agitation, education,organization
and mobilization of New Afrikan people toward the realization of national
liberation revolution, i~e., independence and .3ocialist developnent.
At the rocment, CROSSROAD canes close to representing such a vehicle, altho
it speaks not with the voice of a single political party or armed organization.
CROSSROAD is· representative, of many organizations and points of view, all of
which speak lh unity on the fundanental objectives of the New Afrikan Independence MOvercent. In this respect, CROSSROAD is .the ·voioe of a (aill'led) political
front. The perspective in this re•View is that of on'!y one cc:lt'q;)onent of the
front.

*
Lessons From Early Rebellions
As ~.-Je 1 Ve .been

saying so often la·:3ly, in so many ways, the road to :the
future goes thru the past. We lay the foundation for this re-view with a look
back at a critical episOde in the Vietnamese national liberation revolution.
Our purpose is two-fold: 1) This episode will be a constant ·paint· of ~ference
throughout later sections; 2) It will be the basis for drawing similarities to
a critical period in our own strug·3'le-the rebellions of the 1960s and 1970s.
In September 1930,. "soviets" or what we might call independent bases of
dual/people's pJWer were tenporarily established in the provinces of Nghe An
and Ha Tinh, along Viet.'1am 1 s no~ central coast. KnoWn as the Nqhe-':J:iinh soviets,
the creation of the$e centers of people 1 s power was the milestOne in a yearlong period of rebellious activity against the French and reac-tionary 'vietnazrese
eleiT¥:mts. Peasants, jo_ined by work~rs, were the prime social force in these
rebellions, aided principally by cadres of. the newly founded Vietnanese catmunist Party (VCP) •
_
But by mid-1931, the French had not only reassumed control of the Nghe-Tinh
area. In the. aftennath ·of severe repression that covered the entire countcy,
the Party--which had only recently celebrated its tirst anniversary--was nearly
decimated. Vie~se Party historians are s.1id to now look upon the Nghe-Tinh
rebellions as comparable to the 1905 Russian Revolution, in that it played a
najor role in prepar~g the way for· later' events. However, saying i!=- this way
can be mislea~g.· 'Ihe Nghe-Tinh period l.s significant today pr~lly because
the Party learned from political errors and ''military" defeat: they drew lessons
from the ·~rierlce which they applied to later political and military practice.

*
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In his "Introduction" to THE BANNER OF PIDPLE' S WAR: THE PARTY'S MILITARY
LINE, Georges Boudarel makes the interesting point that the lessons of the
Nghe-Tinh rebellions weren't fully drawn by the VCP until the 1940s.

A few obvious questions come to mind, i.e., What were the lessons drawn
from the rebellions? Why did it allegedly take the Party such a long ti.rre to
fully draw the lessons? Why was the rebellion and the established soviets
short-lived?
There are also same not-so-obvious questions, i.e., What does the Nghe-Tinh
period and its lessons have to do with the New Afrikan Independence Movement?
we'll try to supply answers to all these questions as we move along. However,
we can say here that in one respect, the book under re-view reveals the lessons
drawn from the Ngha-Tin.h rebellions. This is so because the roots of the essential principles highlighted below can be traced to the 1930-31 rebellions and
their aftermath.
'rhe lessons drawn from the Nghe-Tinh rebellions relate to the political
requirements to be rret if people's war is to be effectively generated and
pursued successfully. They relate to the need for timely social analyses done
within a scientific socialist context. '!bey relate to the proper "timing" and
scope of revolutionary violence. Iet' s briefly examine t:he Nghe-Tinh rebellions
and, in the process, see if we can draw lessons relevant to our own experience.

*
The Nghe-Tinh soviets were established in September 1930, but the rebellions
actually had their beginnings seven months earlier. In February 1930, the ,Vietnamese Connrunist Party was founded, and the Yen Bay revolt took place. Both of
these events are significant because: 1) Cadres of the VCP played a major role
in the rebellions. HO'Never, the Party was ( :tlonq with other objective conditions)
ill-prepared to sustain the activity; 2) 'nle Yen Bay revolt served as an inspiration for cadres who wanted to 'learn fran its defeat' and rrove straight ahead
to launch what they believed would be a successful a.rrced insurrection:
The Yen Bay revolt w_as a desperate and as it tumed out fatal
attempt by the Nationalist Party (VNQDD) to take advantage of
rising anti-French sentiment arrong troops of the colonial
French army, and to stop the herrorrhaging of the organization
in the wake of intensifying French repressions. On the night
of February 9-10, 1930, militants of the VNQDD infiltrated the
Upper Red River French military post of Yen Bay, killing a few
of the 600 French s•:>ldiers there, before being quickly suppressed,
as were other attempted Nationalist revolts. Hence, as it turned
out, the principal result of the Yen Bay revolt was the virtual
rerroval through subsequent arrests of the Cmmunist Party's principal canpetition for the leadership of the revolution, and simultaneously, a further embitterment of most Vietnamese nationalists,
already disillusioned by the gap between colonial practices and
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the reformist rhetoric of French Governor~er~ls Varenne and
Pasquier after 1925. Nonetheless, even though the VNQDD virtually
disappeared .from Vietn~$e politics, the Yen Bay revel t spurred
the imagination of nationalists, who renembered the words of one
~f its leaders who declared that he would "die for the purpose of
letting ~~ people of the world know that the Vietnamese people
continued to live, 11 and, of ~.:ourse, to fight.
(2)
'fue VCP' s analysis of the Yen Bay revolt, made a month after its occurrance,
held that its failure was due to poor organization, and especially to the fact
that it. was conducted by only a few soldiers, and lacked the participation and
support of pe~ants and workers (the VNQDD not OtllY ignored the daily problems
of peasants, but excluded them fran membership in their party).
Corrmunist Party cadres began calling for actioru that would build on the
momentum generated by the Yen Bay revolt. On March 28, 1930, activists in the
Nghe-Tinh area'. ''called for the 'preparation without delay of a second insurrection' that would link with the peasant and worker masses and hence would
avoid the errors of the Yen Bay soldiers who 'had not organized ••• the assistance of the peasants and. 'WOrkers.' Agitation escalated in scope and intensity
.throughout the spring. 11 ( 3)
'!he begirmings of agitation in the Nghe-Tinh area by the VCP date ~ck, however, to 1926, ·when the Revolutionary Youth League began to organize peasants
and 'W'Orkers into Red Peasant and Worker Associations. '!he VCP 's predecessor
organization, the Youth League had been founded outside of Vietnam L1 February
1925 'by Ho Chi Minh and others. Later that year the League established its
theoretical jb\.lrnal, and the first issue held that national liberation revolution "is not the work of a few people, but rcust cane fran the union of thousands
and thousands of individuals .. ~ .• " (4)
A year after its founding, there was said to be 200 members of the Youth
League, 300 in 1928, and an estimated 1,000 in all areas of Vietnam and abroad
by 1930. (5) The activity of these cadres was based on the line put forth in
their journal in 1927: "A directing Party is necessary to organize revolutionary groups •.. and Im.lSt introduce agitators in all factories, school~, and
public and private establishments in cities and villages ••. to cotinsel and
direct." (6)
The core of the Youth reague founded the Party in· 1930, at Which time the
number of Camrunists actually inside Vietnam seems uncertain but small: "One
source speaks of 211 ne.rnbers at the time of the founding, another of 300, and
still another of 1,500 later in 1930. By April 1931, the Party claimed variously
about 2, 000 or 3, 000 members, or about two or three times the number of Youth
League activists as of late 1929. But as we will see, intensifying French
arrests and other problems soon cut the number of Party members to an estimated 3 00, with perhaps ten times that number of synt>athizers out of a population of sane 18 or 20 million." (7)
By the .spring of 1930, alx>ut half of all Party members inside Vietnam were
said to be active in the Nghe~Tinh area. '!heir organizing efforts were aided
by the highly oppressive and exploitative nature of local conditions, i.e.,
govetnment oppression, taxes on land, persons, salt, wood, alcohol, decreasing
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incomes, falling rice prices, etc.:
..• In these increasingly desperate conditions, strikes by
factory \YOrkers throughout the country rose fran seven in
1927, involving 350 workers, to ninety-eight in 1930, involving sane 31,680 workers, including the "first strike under
Carmu'1ist direction" a.rrong plantation workers, who took over
the Phu Rieng rubber plantation near Saigon for several days
in February 1930. In the Nghe-Tinh area, a strike of sane 400
out of the 1, 700 workers in a match factory in Ben 'Ihuy, a
suburb of Vinh, the provincial capital, on April 19, 1930, and
Ccmnunist-led activity at a nearby textile factory r.Ere particularly important in the development of the 1930 rebellion.

Yet, it was the action of peasants, frequently led by local and
regional Ccmnunist activists, that ~nated the Nghe-Tinh soviet
movement, as well as the other uprisings of 1930-31. Where in
the entire count.ry there were sate 129 \\Orkers' strikes fran
April 1930 to November 1931, there were 535 peasant denonstrations in the same period, while anong activists arrested by the
French in the south bebJeen December 9, 1929, and April 30, 1931,
for "p:>litical" reasons, sare 2, 791 were peasants and 374 were
workers ... Similarly, peasants made up the great majority of
Ccmnunists in Nghe-Tinh, as elsewhere. (8)
All this activity led up to the establishment of the Nghe An-Ha Tinh soviets
on September 7-9, 1930. Activists in Party cells, Red Peasant ~sociations and
Red N•)rkers Unions set up their own local administrations in over sixteen villages
and nine districts of the two provinces. 'Ihe foundation of these centers of dual/
people's power were the nass organizations that had been created with the help
of the Party. (Aside fran the Workers Unions and Peasants Associations, there
were mutual aid societies, sp:>rts associaticns, youth and wanen' s organizations.)
The Party cadres called for the seizure of communal lands, and established agri. cultural cooperatives. Taxes were abolished, rice and land redistributed, irrigation and other econanic projects were begun, and literacy and educational campaigns started.
These activities continued even after the·events that mark the anniversary
of the rebellions. On September 12, 1930, French troops and airplanes attacked
a demonstrati.on of over 20,000 peasants and workers, killing 217.
Nevertheless, in late September, the Party leadership had care to feel that
the Nghe-Tinh activities had gone too far too fast: " ... it declared the actions
in Nghe An and Ha Tinh 'not appropriate to the situation in our country because
the Party and the nasses in the country have not yet reached a sufficient level
of preparedness and because we still do not have the means for armed violence.
Violence in a few isolated areas at this time is pranatura and is an adventuristic action.' In short, according to Party leaders, the revolutionaries
could not possibly protect their rovenent, and hence should not have started
it. :-•ronetheless, since action had already been taken by local activists, they
also stated that measures such as redistribution of rice and land, 3Ild the
abolition of taxes should be continued in order 'to keep the struggle alive'
and so that people ~uld rerrember.
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"Party Central 1 s judgment that revolutionary pat-Ter could n-:>t be maintained
proved correct. The French Undertook a series of rreasures that, toget..l-ter wit..~
gro'l.·ring far.ti.ne in the l:'egion, effectively ended the ~1ghe-Tinh soviets and ot.~er
movements. by rrti.d-1931. The Fcench rushe·1 in reinforcerents (they had had only
a fe\·J dozen troops . there at the start), set up a series of security pos·::s (68
in Nghe An, ·54 Jn Ha Tinh) , required the carrying of statemmts ·of loy.31 ty,
:'l.nd began to offer the peasants free food. Above all, they stepped up the
suppression of revolutionaries all over the country, and especially in the
rebellious provinces of· Annam. It is estimated that ·repressions took the lives
of some 2, 000 in the bvo provinces, and throughout the country thousands vTere
arrested, bringirig the total of political prisoners to 3, 000-4,000 in 1931 and
to 10,000 after 1931. As a result, the Party admitted that 'certain organs ...
nere provisionally destroyed by the police' and in one d.ocunent of the period,
estirrated that in places 99 percent of its leadership was \.inder arrest. In all,
u-p to 50,000 leftists \vere reported arrested a11d 10,000 df them kept in jail
until ~~e mid-19308.
"Those arrested in this first great wave of repression faced by the Co:r:nunists included not only the Party leaders of Annan, but first Pa~y SecretaryGeneral Tran Phu, who died in priaon, reportedly of torture, later in 1931, and
many, nany others, including most of the Central Cbrnmittee arrested in the
3aigon area in ~1arch-April 1931. 'Ihe 1930s arrests also included those of
:future leaders, I.e Duan (who ~uld spend anout eleven years in jail), Truong
Chinh (about six years), Pharo Van Dong (about seven years), Pham Hung (about
fifteen years), Vo Nguyen Giap ('only' about two years), and 'Ibn Due Thanq
(about sixteen years). In short, a.liOOst every top Ccmnunist leader spent years
in ?rison, and r:any did not survive. In view of their triumph despite this
appalling history, Oammunist leaders would claim that the prisons had been
'i:"evolutionary schools,' ~.rVhere adversity 'tempered them as fire fuses gold,'
and a.s 1 jade is polished.' They studied Corrmunist texts printed on toilet
paper, and at times were even able to publish ne'IIS and ideas in the PRISON
REVIEW ••••

II

(

9)

*
Since our purpose here {and~ our infotmation) is liMited, \ve ~n' t try to
talk about "all" the lessons drawn by the VCP from the Nghe-Tinh ·rebellions.
~lor r1ill He try to indicate all the ~~tays in which the Nghe-Tinh period is
.si~lar to our. own period of New Afrikan rebellions in the 1960s and 1970s.
Jut i will pause here to note a fev1 interesting point..c;.
~e ·"insurrection" rrodel was, for all practical purposes, adopted by the
VietnaMese from the Russian experience. It was 1941 before this and other inappropriate elerrents of the Russian model of naking revolution were abandoned. (10)
In :short, it ~·m.s not until ·th~ 1940s that the Vietnanese· had rrore.-iOr-less fully
developed ideology, theory of strugg'le, and tactical principles in tune 'Hi":h
their unique national personality and conditions.
0n ly now, in
late 1980s, is the NAn1· shO\rlng signs of naking the final
break ~..lith rrodels that r.ve adopted in the late 1960s and early 1970s (e.g., t~1e
"foco") which have proven, for one reason or another, inappropriate to our
needs. A.11d, in Nays similar to the Nghe-Tinh aftemath, He ·seem to have recog-

the
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nized this fact only after suffering near decimation of certain vanguard forces.
~at is to say, for example, that the story of the wave of repression that
follov;ed the Nghe-Tinh rebellions and the near destruction of the VCP, easily
reac1.s !LUch like the wave of repression of New Afri!~an revolutionary forces i.11
-:he 1960s and 1970s, particularly RAM, b.~e BPP, the BIA, and PG cadres. One
:""ld.~o~ difference bet"Neen the Vietnarrese and ourselves, houever (esp. anong ffi'P
and BIA cadres) is that we tended to place total responsibility for our setbacks
on ·:he state and its repression, neglecting to place in proper perspective our
o~·m oolitical and military errors. 'Ihis is b.~e kind of situation where ·.~ decide
i10t to quote a~o: 'If the revolution fails, it's the fault of the vanguard .... '
~\ltho not fully evident fran the naterial we've covered, the VCP Has forced,
-J.fte":" Ngh2-Tinh, to concentrate on rebuilding the Party and on further develo:Jing their clandestine structure and techniques for carrying on ALL forms of
T~.:.:- ~, i.e., hew to organize the resses and 'swim in the water' o~ the basis of
"u.'1derrrround" activity. Of course, such develq:ment had to proceed on t-..he basis
o: a political line famed in light of the conditions peculiar to the VietnaMese
e::1viron.':":'ent and the international s i tua tioo 's inf 1uence upon it.
~i~larly, after the NAIM began to experience devastating repression in the
late 1960s, it too was confronted with the task of rebuilding vanguard forces
T:·.'hile "unde::-ground," yet maintaining its links with and also rebuilding the
"~ss front. " ~s is a task which remains a top priority for our rove.-:-ent.
~'i:llle sore prog-ress has been made, we're still primarily groping in the dark.
For exat:-ple, we haven't fully grasped the fact that we have no linear fronts
(e.g., "nass front" separated by space fran an "anned front," or, a "rear b:'.se"
se:')arated fron a "front line"). The main, obvious reason for this is that \·.Te
centro 1 no terri tory fran which the enemy is excluded and over which we exercise
:iuthori ty in all sp~eres of social life. It's like when we used to stand in
front of the drug store drinking and singing, and sane pig ~·~uld drive 1.1? and
s~.y "Gir:ne that comer!"
r:o ~1e need to drag out this point? i fear ~..Je oo, cause sorre of us have eyes
and ears but still can't see or hear: Even sone of the "safe houses" ain't
r-eally safe! Anytir.le the pigs cane into--can follow us to-our "safe" house,
plant can:ras t.~e size of diires and replace explosives Hith phoney stuff, it's
ti1"1e for all of us to re-evaluate all our shit.
~Te stnrt \'lith the fact that the "mass front" is the state's first point of
att.ack, and thus has to be our first line of defense (as well as offense) . He
qott.a stop thinY..ing of the "mass front" as "legal" and thus as "safe" for vanguard ~orces. We have to figure out ways to be fully active without totally
e•:posinq ourselves and without letting our daily activities serve t~1e state
a~ roacmaps ....
1

*
The Strategy of People's War
.'\5 T·.Je evaluate the relative strengths and weaknesses o~ ourselves and our
opposition, we erne to many of the sarre conclusions as did the Vietnar.'ese when,
af~er 1954, the u.s. became their !!lain enemy, too. Fbr sure, they had the
3.fte.t'I':1a.th of the ~Tghe-Tinh rebellions in mind when they looked toward the u.s.
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a11d saw an eneny possessing trerrendous econanic and nil itary p:::>tential, and a
large·MOdern army:
Under these circumstances, ~ must have tine gradually to weal<:en
and exte~nate enemy forces, to restrict his strength and aggravate his ~J.eaknesses~ gradually to strengthen and develop our
forces, and to overcc:r.e our deficiencies. Thus, the nore the
enemy lights, the .weaker he will becorre, and the rrore we fight,
the stronger vJe will become. For this rea5on, the st..rat.egy of
people's ~var is a prot-..racted 911e. . • .
(11)
Se.yinq, in 1987, ~'1at the New Afrikan naticnal liberation revolution 1a.s
t~e char~cter of a protracted, people's was, is no revelation. In 1975, the
:>retracted strategy was addressed by the Coordinating Ccmni ttee of the BLA
~ nen it issued MESSJlGE 'ro THE BLACK MOVEMENT:
. .
1

The strategy of protracted war is suited to our obiective circu.,_
s+-..ances. The oppressor is strong vlhile \~ are weal<. But his st!'enc:th
is not absolute, is 'not \'lithout its liMitations • These lL":litat{ons
are to be found within his seeming strength. For purely Mili ~aJ:Y
reasnns tTe v·dll not go into them all, but the L"'lTlerlse size and
urhan centralization.of ·the econorndc strengths of our oppressor
:ake h.i..1"1. vulnerable, his intensified difficulties on the ecoribr1.i.c
a,d.social levels make him tactically vulnerable, the erosion of
'r.is reaC' cionary political face make hir.1 politically vulnerable, an(~
subier;t to social·dysfunction. In addition, t~e exploitive relatio~
s,.i]:!s of capital are a~proaching their limitations, uhile t.·Te are
:?rogr3ssive and as of yet have not reached our full potential. For
these reasons and .r.any 0't:1ers, protracted struggle is a correct
strategic line. We must refuse to fight decisive battles on t.J."'le
T"lilitary level, while striving to increas~~ our potential to ham
rJling class interests. We lll.lSt organize on the mass level along
these sane principles: refusing to fight .battles that cannot be t~ron,
while constantly . engaging in those that will build the confidence of
our· '()eOple. This does not mean an abdication of respbrtsibility to
~aise the level of eon$ciousness of our people by engaging in
strugqles .that will only uenlighten" t.l'lem, it nerely reans that each
ta.ctical struggle around particular issues must have a specific and
concrete goal that can be. \von.
1

Protracted struggle is the r.ethod of struggle that. ~huns brir'l"Ting
conflict to one decisive sha-Tdown. Instead, it seeks to T1Tear ~:"l
t.l)e enemy, force him to utilize all of his ~r ~..,it:-to\lt securinq
a decisive victory, while the revolutionary forces increase their
strength and raise peoples' a'~~areness in t':'le p;rocess. Protracted
struggle aims at increasing the social rumens upoo th~ oppressor,
while these same burdens are the catalyst for tJ1.e masses organizing
themselves. In short, protracted struggle is the prooess by Y'lhi~h
the enemy is weakened, dem:>ralized, a.."'ld made ~li tically bantcrupt,
until our relationship to his strength is tipped in our objective
favor. (12)
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The strategy of people's v;ar is a protracted one, but ~..mat, e.'{actly, does
this mean? Some of us may regard this as a senseless question, l:ecaus~ "p.m-:..::-.:::s.::-t-::d" obviously :rea11s "dral:Jl1 out," "orolonged," etc. !:io::e,.:-9_:-, if yo1.1 .~~a:e:
\.:it'1. ~~.'cis definition--and take it no further--t~en- rai:1i:1g +-..~~e qn~stio:""~. i ~
: PS :-:.l <.1 .~?d.

'!he point is ·this: We tend to think of "protracted" as merely embodying ti.rre
elerrents or the single aspect of tirre. But "space" is also an aspect of protraction, i.e., "ti.rre" assurres imt:Ortance because of what (should) happens
during the interval from one rroment to the next.
To illustrate a bit, let's first qo back to the above quote from Giap, where
he says "Under these circtml.Stances, we must have time .... " What must we have
tL~ for? WHY must we have time?:
to weaken and extenn.i.nate enemy forces :
to restrict his strength and aggravate his weaknesses;
to strengthen and develop our forces;
to overcame our deficiencies.
Most importantly: " ... "tvhen we say a state of undeclared war exists, we mean a
darestic war, an econanic, a military, and a t:Olitical war. We therefore i.tUSt
fight this war on all fronts." (13)
WE must fight t...~is protracted war on ALL "fronts," i.e., devise and exeeute
nation~l revolutionary (social) and military strategy in all s~heres of life,
·3r.tOnq all classes and strata of our people, and diplorratically (ai"'ng allies
?_Dd international supporters) . "We" being whoever claims to be a real vanaua.rd,
•, hi clot is to say, the real vanguard ain' t just the folks carrying guns, but is
t.'1ose who constitute the political PARrY responsible for the total conduct. of
the r.·Tar artd the development of the people's state.
·
~or this reason, protracted strategy for the New Afrikan Inder;endence ~btre
r"e!"lt doesn't rrerely aim to raise people's awareness in the process of t·reari"'lq
fcon th·.= enemy, nor does it follow an idealist as~tion that the l"'E.sses l:7ill
o~~a~ize theMSelves (spontaneously) as the social burdens of the oppressor
increase. Protracted strategy in the New Afrikan national liberation revolution
~eauires vanguard forces to mobilize the masses, as well as help increase t~eir
av.Jareness; our strategy of protracted people's war demands that vanguard cadres
~a ~e the lead in consciously organizing the masses, and not leave t.JU.s res~n
c:ibility to spontaneity or to less carmitted, non-revolutionary forces.
T..et • s reflect a bit rrore on why ~ need time, or, on why we must I'TE.ke better
u~e of our tire. Ne need to weaken the enemy, and to overcorre our deficiencies.
~'her? is the eneMy strong? SUrely not only is he strong militarily, but he's
~.lso st:.--ong ?Olitically, ideologically and philos~hically, i.e., t'~--.e it:1.eas of
t~e bou~eois-irnperialist state constitute a hegemonic block on the develop'~ent of revolutionary and socialist consciousness and activity. Conseque'"'~.tly,
V-'=l~ruarc cc.nres nust not only know how to ma.~e the quick draw, but hO\'T t-..o
,,tiliz~ nhi.,_osophy and the ideological p::>lemic as major weapons in people's v.!ar.
r'l'--tr=tt are our deficiencies? You name the area and you nane a field for ,.,.lhich
«tJ:"atecy of ~retracted struggle must l:e :ieveloped. '!hat is, strategy tl-tat ~..Till
allov us to "extend" our ideas and our physical presence amonc; ever wider
circles of mass and prograssive forces. Protracted rreans "reaching out"-and
":ullLrtg in"--. . . . In short, the protracted strategy imposes deMands which rake
us devise our own "canprehensive fonnula" for building our forces and wagincr
the ,. rar.
1
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The "Comprehensive" Nature of People's War
The Vietnamese Co~unist Party's military line held that victory in people's
war requires a correct and creative mili'tary art artd formula for waging war,
and that the problem of mobil;zing ALL the people to fight the enemy must be
solved.
For the VCP, _tl)e formula. (and art) was captured in the phrase 1'comprehens ive
war, "which ne a~.t waging a war in which they sought t.o combine 1'armed forces
with political forces, a:rn,teq struggle with political s~ruggle, and armed uprising
with revolutionary war.~··",.(14) More specifically, a "comprehensive people's
war is fought not. only ·~in the political and inili tary, but in th·e economic,
philosophical, ide.ologic,al, artistic (ttcultural") ,·diplomatic, and all other
fields:
·
'
·
Political struggle is an aspect of basic struggle. It is always
a base on which arred struggle can develop, and it is also a
formula for ~ttacking the enemy. The purpose of political
struggle is to mobilize and organi ie the people, to lead the
people in the struggle. against the enemy, from lowest to highest
levels, to expose and doom ·every deceitful enemy trick, to
disperse and weaken his military forces, to confuse· his rear base
area, and to protect the people's livelihood an~ production
and the revolutionary bases. (15)
The broad understanding of "politics" held by cdres with a revolutionary
scientific socialist worldview allows us to see more easily how ''p.o,iitical"
struggle can effect so many different areas of social life. That is, "politics"
is not limited to narrowly cortceived activities of (bourgeois) polit:i.cal
parties. While influencing and being influenced by the social infrastructure,
politl.cs is the broad description for everything happening on the superstructural !eve 1 of social life. All forms of political activity are centered
on the seizure, retention, and exercise of state power.
If we wanted to give concise statement explaining the purpose of the New
Afrikan national ·liberation revolution,, we could say: The struggle is for the
seizure, retention·, and exercise of state power.; Fundamentally, the struggle
is not merely "against racism" rtor, merely to "end colonial violence," and
certainly not for "parity" or the "equal opportlltnity" -t:o be imper~alists and
targets of the wrath of all the world's oppressed peoples. We' 11 begin to end
racism after we seize state power. We'll effectively combat. colonial violence
when New Afrika is independent. We' 11 begin to guarantee equality for all our
citizens once we exercise state power and guide the nation along the socialist
path of development.
Armed struggle is an aspect of basic struggle •.. Along with the task
of annihilating the enemy's militant forces, the armed struggle is
also duty-bound to protect the people, to win them over, to combine
with political struggle, and to support the revolutionary mas.ses
in conducting their political struggle, in gaining the right to
rule, and in scoring the greatest successes for the revolution.
The·more fiercely the war develops, the more important the
armed struggle. ( 16)
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How many of us have read Robert Williams' NEGROES WITH GUNS ? i 'd think
it a worthwhile project for many cadres who can use the inspiration and
the reminder that fire, too, can be a major weapon in people's war. A
single match, if properly and creatively used, can cause much damage to
even the most sophisticated technological gadgetry.We have to get serious
about waging war in this most vulnerable of bellies:
In the ,comprehensive war of our entire people, along with the
fundamental military and political struggles, economic struggle
also plays a very important role, especially when we have bases
and rear base areas, when the liberation war is developed and
broadened, or when we carry on a national defense war.
Along with motivating a war economy, we must resolutely carry on
economic struggle against the enemy, coordinate political and
military struggles with economic struggle to harass the enemy's
economic foundations, to drive his economy into disorder and
stalemate, ·to safeguard the people's lives, to boost production
and saving vigorously, to defest all the enemy's maneuvers that
harass our economy, and so on. " ( 17)
"--If you don't know ... if you don't know how--learn. Any kind of information
you need is readily available, if you know where to look. Go to a public
library or one on a college or university campus. If your imagination
needs stimulation, read novels or accounts of the kinds of operations
undertaken by the European resistance movements during the second
imperialist war. If you wanna know how to conduct economic warfare,
you can even read accounts of the operations and campaigns undertaken
by both sides in the war between the Confederate States of America and
the United States of America.
In real war, trains are derailed, bridges and factories are sabotaged,
power lines are cut, crops and storage facilities are burned; oil and
natural gas pipelines and storage facilities are major targets, as are
the lines of communication.

*
The key to grasping the significance of waging a "comprehensive" war
is (simply?) that we build the new society as we fight. " ... (T) o strengthen
the force of the revolutionary war and improve the chances of success
and the force of war in all respects, our Party has relied on existing
circumstances to lead the people to carry out, step by step, revolutionary
tasks in the midst of the process of war. This is precisely the question
of grasping the relation between revolution and revolutionary war in
the process of directing and guiding the war." (18)
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We see. here that General Giap makes a distinction between "revolutionary
tasks'' and '.'revolutionary war," In essense, the same distinction is made
between "revolution" and "revolutionary war." To some of us this distinction
and the reasons for making it are obvidus, while fo.r others this is not so.
Many bloods think that one automatically wa-ges a revolution whenever armed
actions are initiated~
However., the underlying· rationale for waging a "comprehensive" war is
not just. to win . armed battles or succeed in the military sphere. To grasp
the relation betw.een war and revolution .is ·t:o grasp the relation between
destroying the oppressive regime and bui1ding the new society--creating
the 'new men and new women' in the very process of struggle. Not only
must oppr.es:sive institutions by destroyed,. but new institutions to serve
the people's interests must be built. Old ways of living must be undermined
and eliminated, and new ways of living must evolve as manifestations of
"revolutionary culture." The struggle :won't sucqeed i:f we do nothing
more than eliminate the enemy without transfo~ing ourselves. People's
War is not simply. a military strategy, but also a social. p.rogram. Carrying
out the "revolutionary tasks" in the process of war is to lay the
foundations for the new society ... it's the actual first steps in the
transitional· process leading toward a more developed ·socialist nation.

("Rear'') Bases Among the People
To wage a war properly, it is ·necessary to possess a firmly
organized rear base area. The rear base area is always
ne-cessary for success because it is a source of suwly for
human and material 'resources for the war and a source of
political· and ·spirit-ual motivation and encou~agement for the
front line. Without a stable rear base area,. the front line
cannot defeat the aggressors. This. is the general law for
every war. (19)
We're back to the fact that we struggle in an environment in which
there are no hard and fast -linear rears or fronts. If, in fact, a law
governing our war demands that we have a "rear base area," how do we go
about building it?
Well, maybe we should first determine exactly what a rear base IS, i.e.,
its essense rather than its form. What are the ch$-racteristics of a rear
base, i.e., is it'a place where one can f"'nction in relative security
while .re·ceiving .the benefit of human and material resurces? Must a rear
base area have :·Clearly defined boundaries, across w~ich th.e enE'mY doesn't
dare travel? Can certain neighborhoods or rural counties or towris become
"rear bases" for New Afrikan cadres if we simply modify their present
"form"? If so, how do we go about the process of modification?
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According to General Giap, the VCP began to build ~~eir rear bases by
noving fran imperfect to ever more perfect conditions. 'Ihey relied h2avily
uoon the people in chosen areas, and went "fran building political b.~.ses
t~vard building bases and rear base areas, and creating increasingly larger
rear base areas, fran 'have not' to 'have,' from small t""' big, and fran frag::en ted to sys terra ti zed .... " (2 0)
-~t the outSet·, the VCP's "sole prop was the revolutionary organiz,~tion of
t~e people and their already enlightened patriotism and boundless loyalty
to:1ard t...~e revolutionary undertaking. Relying on this patriotis!!l, our Partv
did its best to conduct a revolutionary drive to educate, mobilize, anc lead
t.~e rasses in the various fonns of their -political struggle and in this way
to develop its own and the masses' political organizations, to build poli::~.cal
bases everywhere, and to see to it that wherever the masses were, t.here would
be a p::>litical base and a revolutionary organization .... From these p::>liti.cal
bases, using the rrotto that 'armed political propaganda is rrore i.np)rtant th.an
:t.ilitary t'natters' ... our Party did its best to build secret a.rned bases a:1d,
from bottom to top, to step up political struggle in combination with a~d
struggle." (21)
Clearly, our INITIAL "rear bases" are wherever the ·people are--now. ~'E're
confronted \vith the task of making cJntact and maintaining contact, acquiring
and utilizing resources--but all to be done in ways that prevent this activity
frOM being known for 'What it is. At bottom, it's like going to the ~ple and
start fron where they are, with 'What they have, and to ini':iate and/or escalate
struggle arol.Uld existing circumstances, while also introducing ne~..; styles and
ai.ru3. The point to be ercphasized is: 'ID PREVENI' AcriVITY FRG1 BSIW. KN()';JN FOR
'::JHAT IT IS, i.e., 'Where "mass work" is actually "clandestine" activity ... vmere
t..~e "underground" is constructed on the "aboveground" level ....
Clearly, the "political base" is not the same as the idealized "rear b~.se,"
hut it's the "irfl:>erfect" condition that ¥Je begin to build on. This ini '-:j_al
noli tical base can be sanething that already exists, i.e., an NAACP Youth ch--.pter or a block club; o:t it can be sanething that you provide t.~~ i.~~tus for.
It's also evident that "patriotism" is a necessary but not sufficient factor.
On one hand, rrere patriotism ain't the sarre as revolutionary, scientific
socialist, consciousness. On the other hand, in 1987, the vast maj~rity of
our people don't consider themselves NEW AFRIKAN patriots, and thus t:1ere' s
no beginning base of "loyalty to the REVOLUTIONARY underta.~ing. "
All this says that there's much IDEDr.a;ICAL w:::>rk to be done before lt!? can
beqin to give serious consideration to actual creation of "rear bases." But,
·re start frtr. where -we are, using what ¥Je have as means of getting wh?l.t we
n2ed:
In areas under the enemy's temp~rary control, the building
of bases essentially follc:Med this pattern: 'lbrough various
foi"i.1S of struggle--fran illegal to legal struggle, fran econa:tic to political and armed struggle-and through t..~e fierce
fight against the ene11Y, the clandestine p::>li tical bases of
the masses gradually turned the areas under the e..T'lemy' s temp:r~ary
control into guerrilla-infested areas and guerrilla bases that,
small and isolated at first, becarre linked together into inc-reasingly vast areas. (22)
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According to the ·viewpoint of people' s war, the strengthening
of the .strongholds and rear bases. primarily de!;lends 6n pol:it.i.cal,
economic, military, and geographieal ·factors, of which the nest
tmportant are the politi9al and h~ factors and the nature of
the social regime .... (23)
·
Geographical factors? And denDgraphic •... Where' s the . line and rrot i.on on
taking control of sane space inside the National Territory?. In view of so
rnuch energy being expended in the bolJrgeois electoral arena, V.Jhere' s t~e
strategy which aims to elect conscious citizens and supporters (not necessarily openly declared as such) to key offices in towns, cities, counties
inside the National Territory? Wh.a·:. is the nature of the (rulinq) so"":ial
recri-r:le in sane of .those predaninantly New Afrikan areas in the National
Terri tory where power is still held by colonialists? Where' s the 'embryonic
soci:tl regirre, inside the National Territory, that's being nurtured by t.l1e
Ne\-J Afrikan Inde~dence M:>verrent?
·
It is first necessary to build a sound political. positi_on, to
strengthen ·the political and rroral consensus aT"'..ng the peOple~
to strive constantly to develop the suprenacy of the new sooi.al
regime in various aspects-political, econanic, and en! tura.l7 ·
·to achieve denocratic reform gr~dually and actively~ to iJtpro:ve ·
the rraterial and spiritual life of the people 1 and to develop
constantly the latent potentials of the rear bases, with which
they will be able to defend themselves and, at the sar.-e time,
develop ccr.tprehensively their great contributions toward the war.
The strongholds and rear bases of people's war poC3e a constant ·
threat to the en~, and thus are the objectives of the enemy's
repeated and v~olent ·attacks. (24)

*
The Party and the AJ:my
ConT.lU11ist Party leade,rship is the main factor deciding the victories of
the uprising of all the pedple -and the people's war:
This is because our Party is the Vietnam \\Orkers' new-style
Party1 it has a thoroughly, revolutionary spirit, a scientific
. Harxist-Ieninist theory, a strict and disciplined organization,
and close relations with the masses. Our Party's emergence
resulted fran a canbination of Marxism-Ieninisrn with the ~~kers'
rovement and the Vietnarrese national liberation I!OVeme"lt. Ever
since its birth, our Party has assUI'LBd sole leadership over t:.1.e
revolution' in our count.ey. It is the Party of the working C 1.ass
and of the. Viet.nanese people as well. (25)
·
A "ne\-1-style" party is many things, rrost of which are attributable to early
Engels, and especially to .the contributions of lenin. r1ost of us dra\v
frar1 this contribution the organizational style, i.e., buil~rig fro~ t~e

=~1arx,
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center outward, £rem small to big. r-bst inportantly for us is the e l.errent of
"professionalism" which stresses keeping the vi tal organs of the party and
its activity hidden as well as possible frcm "the eyes of the -world." Wit~out
this key element, the party's survival is in jeopardy.
Assuming the party's surv~val, we Irust also consider the probleM of "combining" revolutionary scientific socialism with the people's struggles around
imnediate issues· and for national self-detennination. On one hand, this means
r..ve rrust lose our fear of using ~rds like socialism and cCJl'llm.lnism in our literature and especially arrong the masses. On the other hand, and rrost importantly, it means grasping and learning to use the ESSENCE of the scientific
socialist principles in daily struggle, so that we move.closer to resolving
t.he contradiction in practice. '!bat's to say, for exa•tple, that the firmer the
grasp you have on the essence of "socialism" and "carmunisrn," the rrore you
can TALK about them without ·using the words themselves. A firm grasp of the
essence means we're better able to adapt fundanental principles in their
tactical application around struggles to "improve education," "guarantee
decent housing," etc. You can first get groups of people to see, for instance,
that they're united around a set of camon interests, and that, as a group,
they stand in opposition to others who don't share these interests. 'Ihcn, you
can say, "We call these 'class interests,' and 'national interests'."
'lbe party has primary responsibility for representing all such interests,
in that it represents:
1)

"'Ihe rrost resolutely revolutionary class representing the socialist
solution fonnula";

2)

The basic interests of the masses;

3)

The basic and l•)ng term interests of the people as a whole.

The party can fulfill

thes~

responsibilities by:

1)

Possessing a correct and creative revoh.itionary line;

2)

Firmly grasping and applying the laws :>f revolution and revolutionary
war;
il!lpl~n

3)

Exercising bold, resolute and scientific leadership over the
tation of its political and military lines;

4)

Forming the nucleus "for the great unity block of all the peopl·=";

5)

Determining the trost correct and tinely forms for organizing social
forces in all fonns of struggle .
·

Party leadership is also derronstrated by the following p.Jints:
First: 'Ib carry out continuously and vigorously political
motivation among all the Party, army, and people~ to cultivate
and develop highly Vietnamese revolutionary heroes; to·cultivate the spirit of detennination to fight and win, to build
supreme political and rcoral strength in order to defeat the
enemy: and to achieve by every rceans the revolutionary objectives set forth for each period. ( 26)
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Second: To mobilize fully the potentialities of people's
war while stepping up the prosecution of the war, ·gradually
fulfilling revolution3IY tasks, strengthening the victorious
elements of the wt~.r, and insuring the 1eadi.1g of the war toward final victory. (27)
Third: To build and consolidate the Party's leadership system,
from central to local organs, arrong the people's ar:red forces,
and arrong all other masses' organizations, and in the military,
political, econanic, and cul·:ural struggle realms, in order to
insure the Party's conprehensive, concentrated, and united
leadership in wartima . ( 28)
Needless to say, the party can acccrnplish none of its tasks without qualified party rrembers. Specifically, the party depends on cadres who must be
capable of helping to formulate and impl·sment party lines. cadres especially
nust tackle aweso·re responsibilities when, as we've seen, the movement and
the party are severely weakened by repression, and nust rebuild:
The long war has made it necessary for our Party to have a \"A9llforrred organization. Fach of the Party's leading ranks has much
experience in organizili.g leading organs to struggle and build-organs that materialize the Party's canprehensive, concentrated,
and united leadership vis-a-vis people's war as a whole. This is
the key condition for creating ~ efficient, synthesized strength
for leading the people's war in each locality.
To strengthen Party leadership in the war, it is necessary to step
up the building of the Party and training and improvenent of cadres
and Party members, and to constantly strengthen and improve chi bo's
[party cells]. '!he cadres and Party members have the duty to propagandize,· educate, and organize the masses to carry on the Party's
line and policies in the war. Therefore, the training and improverrent
of cadres .and Party members i$ .a key problem in understanding the
Party's leadership in the War and an i.mpc)rtant point ih the Partybuilding task. It is necessary constantly to have a strong--both
quantttatively and qualitatively--cadre organization to meet the
requirements of the leadership task in the developnent of t.~ war. (29)

*
The Ccnposi tion of the Vangua;d and the Qualities of Cadres-With Particul :rr
Focus UP?n .the Ariood Forces;
Even seasoned C:ldres must,· after surviving the repressive sweep, take tine
to reflect and sum up the situation, and in nost cases, reorientate themselves
not only so as to adjust to objective changes, but primarily to make any
necessary adjustments in the thought and practice of the party as they existed
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prior to the onslaught of the state. M::>reover, as cadres begin to rebuild,
new rneobers and cadres rm.Ist be carefully selected and trained:
In t.he training and i.mproverrent of cadres and Party members,
pri.rrary consideration must be given to the improvement of the
class -and vanguard character of cadres ·and Party members. In
the war, cadres and Party members must have the sound stand
and ideology of the working class and Marxism-Leninism,
patriotism, revolutionary eagerness, a staunch fighting spirit
for the sake of national liberation and carmmism, and a will
to forge ahead in the class struggle and the violent struggle
of our people. (30)
What does it mean, to "improve the class and vanguard character" of cadres
and ?arty members? First, for us, it means we revise and tighten the criteria
by which \-.Je judge and admit new members into our ranks. This applies especially
to the arrred forces, where our tendency has been to nost readily admit those
who exhibit a willingness to "get down" or to quickly pick up the gun. M.y fool
can pick up the gun. We need people who can think, and who can serve as exarrples
of the new ~n and men that must struggle to free and develop the ne:.7 society.
Secondly, we remind ourselves that, as New Afrikans, we're concerned not
only vli.th the class and vanguard character, but with the NATION.~ character of
cadres and party rnembers. New Afrikan cadres rust have a finn gra51? of tiLe
laws governing the contradiction between the cppressed and oppr:ssor nations,
laws governing the deve lopnent of imperialism, colonialism, and national
liberation revolutions. New Afrikan cadres must exhibit the willingness and
ability to struggle selflessly· for national independence, and for socialism
and camnmisrn.
Thirdly, New Afrikan cadres who struggle on the basis of a scientific
socialist philosophy, must exhibit the character of the New Afrikan working
class. 'Ihese cadres must have a firm grasp of the objective laws o:: social
developmant as fonnulated in the basic principles of revolut.i.onary scientific
socialism. ~re specifically, cadres rcust detronstrate a consciousness o·: the
objective position and the subjective mission of the \IK)rkinq class. rrhe essence of the working class stand is that cadres seek to "master nature, 30Ciety,
and self."
The essence of the "vanguard character" is that cadres recognize that "vanguard" is synonyrrous with "party. " That is, the New Afrikan ... workina class ...
can realize its role as gravedigger only by organizing itself and creating
its own inde~ndent vanguard/party .•..

*
"As rrost of us know, not every member of the peq>le 's anted forces is or
will be a rrember of the party. '!his fact, aiTOng others, explains the attention
qiven by the party to its leadership of the anny:

The problem of the army's class nature and revolutionary substance
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is the key one in our Party's theory of bui !ding up anned
forces. As asserted by our Party, our anned forces belong
to the people ... and are led by the Party of the working
class ..•. rrhey are ci.' tool u5ed by the Party and the revolutionary state to c:>nduct the revolutionary struggle and,
anned struggle to carry out the Party's revolutionary
tasks.. . .
(31) ·
·
The VCP believed tfi.at "the best guttantee and basic factor in creatincr
the a.rned forces 1 fighting strength" was to ihSure that t}:ley ~re prirn;1rily
canposed of members with a working class stand, who were thoroughly schooled
in scientific socialism:

... our Party considered as essential rceasures to ·reinforce
the armed forces' revolutionary nature:- strengthening its
leadership vis-a-vis .the arll'Ed forces~ teaching proletarian
thoughts; and building up anned forces' political stand,
along with strengthening the working-and-fanning element,
especially among the armed forces' cadres.
·

*
"fue essential problems in building our armed forces in the
political field during our army's develetxnent have been the
unremitting consolidation and strengthening of the Party's
absolute, direct, and canprehensive leadership vis-a-vis the
peopte•s armed forces--the most fundamental principle~ the
unrem,i tting strengthening of the political task--the source
of strength and a principle of building the people 1 s anned
forces; the extrema ercphasis on the task of political teaching
and thought-leading in the army, so that all cadres and soldiers
will be keenly aware of the Party's political line and tasks,.
military line and tasks, and :,tands, policies, and state lat.-JS;
instruction in Marxism-I.eninisml the increased developnent of
class awareness, coordinated \.ii th national awareness, education
in patriot~sm, love of socialism, and the international proletarian SP.irit, and, or( this basis, the unremitting effort to
h~ighten the armed forces ' canbativeness and determ.ihation to· fight
and to win; the continuing consolidation of the Party's organization and the organization of political tasks·; the active fortnation
and training of an anny of cadres absolutely faithful to the
Party's revolutionary enterprise and expert in leading, organizing I
and ccmnanding~ the ii{plenentation of a centralized dem:)Cratic
regime and ·i severe,. just, and self-conscious discipline, that of
a revel utionary ar:ny, on the basis of broadening- internal der:ocracy:
the finn strengthening of internal solidarity-the solidaritv
between annv and people t-hat must be siinilar to the one between
fish and water, and close international solidaritv.
(32)
ReBuild!
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Reprint:
WEAPON OF THmRY [ON THE DEBATE OVER THE SIA]
By

People's Party III--Comstock

[Editor's Note: The following article first appeared in the MIDNIGHT SPEC~.
It was recently sent to CR, but without information as to its original date
of publication.]

The June/July issue of MS was dedicated to the six SLA rrtenJbers. who were
murdered by the hired mercenary's of capitalism in L.A., havincr articles by
Russell Little, Joseph Rantiro1 and Martin SOstre. We of the Peqpl~s Party in
Comstock found rrany valid points in these articles, but like so ma.riy other
artie les on the SLA, roth pro and con, we also fotmd that many of the serious
questions facing the revolutionacy rrovenent in the u.S. were overlooked. As a
result, ~>re v..ould like to present sone of these questions and atterrtpt to deal
\ ri t-11 ~~en in a principled and consistent rranner, for whatever our errot~.onal
involveL.ent, we must learn fran the SLA in a dialectical way, which me?Jls both
fron their mistakes as well as their successes. Otherwise, the unprincipled
and bitter rhetoric that has so characterized the response to the SLA will
continue and eventually we will be dealing with polemics ON polemics, not t..~e
a.ctua J. facts, conditions, and the practical tasks which arise from them.

ronrr ONE: An attempt has been made to turn the discussion on the SLA into
one reLJresenting b·10 opposite poles: REFOm~ and RJ--:'VOLt1I'ION. This, we. feel, is
incorrect. Hhat is form? It is QUANTITATIVE change, the .result of partial
vi~tories o: the oorkers and the poor in the struggle fo:t:" th.ei~ legit~te
class interests. And what is revolution? It is OUALITAT~ ch.:mge, th.e \~Ja.ging
.:md v·lin..Tling of a full victory by the workers and ~1.e poor. in their strugqle to
ove!t~ro\1 ca-r;:>italism and lay the foundation for a clas;~ less socii~ty. Are tl1ese
t\'~ really O()posites? No, they are not. They are part of the Sall'e proqess, the
ferrer tactical and the latter !?trategical, and only by confusing these two
or elevating ~:1e one ov•:3r the other without canbining them botb do we set_ up
a~ artificial dialectic. Every revolution begiris Nith a reformist c~aracter,
in the sense of dealing with peoples education and building around their
L-;vnediate needs, for this is designed to link us with material reality, rouse
the general masses, set them in motion, and elevate the struggle to higher
and hicjher levels as class contradictions heighten.
It can be no other way, for revolutions and revolutionists just do not fall
fro.r.1 t..~e sky, they are tested and steeled throu;h long years of struggle and
::;acrifice. If we are to build a mass rioverent we must have links with the
:-.asses, ,.,e must approach them as they are (we will find them no other way) and
uplift their essentially refor.mist practice and outlook ~hrough education and
organization that grows over into mass struggle. If we desert our people, if
~·re .:io not provide them with correct leadership, then this leadership will fall
to the class enemy and, at the sa.rre time, make it possible for the class eneny
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to crush the vanguard in their isolation. This lGads us right up to t~e
situation \·:e have in t."Le U.S. today, where the capitalist class and ~"1eir
. ~lunkies lead the masses into dead end refot'I!'lisrn t.vith one hand, ~nile ~vith
,~-he other, strikes blow after blo\v to the vanguard.
Eistory proves that the vanguard must be closely link~d vrit."L its mass
~se it VJe are to Meet with success, and this in DEEDS and L"l CONCR5'E ro?J'iS,
not ~.:ords and sympathies that mask illusions. And those who are impatient,
~~ose who replace mass struggle with isolation and individualism as other
a.·1a::-c~ist tendencies have done, will fail in t~e end, for those r,-Jho will not
lear:r1 fro:-:1 history are bound to repeat it.
rr:.1e fire-fight between the SLA and the forces of reaction took place in
~•..1'1 e:=tr2ne1v onpressed ghetto area, and \Ye rrust ask ourselves this question:
i:1f-:Y :r::u;: TIIT: PEOPLE PASSIVE, UNABLE TO ASSIST THE SLA Il-l ~IR STRUGGLE?
Sur21y these people have revolutionary potential and a strong will for a
:Jetter life, yet they did nothing. Soire \Jill draw a lesson frro t.his that
a ;:ass rnverent is impossible, for even those in the 1~-.Jest positions in t.he
u.s. '<'ill not fight, but these are the sarre kind of people who fall flat on
t.l1~ir face and then decide that they wanted to lay down a'lyways.
The real ansv;er lies in our understanding that no matter ho·r well rreaning
and br,:l'le the SLA .;_s, it still does not have links to the very masses irt
uhose na"""'e it fights, and without these links, then tactics which are rreant
to be emoloyed as part of a general mass rroverrent will fail. 'Ihe people t!1emselves r:rust be brought into the fight under our leadership, and we <:a.l""l'lOt
rer;>lace t"1en, fight for them, or without them, by ourselves. If \ve do, the.'1
all talk of "defending ourselves" becanes a cover to hide our LACK OF ABIT. . ITY
in t:>uilding a real and rrass mvement which is capable of OFFENSE, and we end
UJ? carrying on our struggle over the heads of the people without their active
. oart.i.cipa.tion in their Ottm liberation. And this is nothing ro;:e but an adrLU.ssion
on our J?arts t."lat ·we are incaPable of, and do not believe it possible to,
defeat our enenies once and for all.
POI!:rr' T;·D: It is true that rost of the left in the U.S. took a very wlgar
an.c:1. d~tic stance on the SLA, content to denounce them vJi.thout investi~ation
=3.nd to quote lenin, ~·1aO and Trotsky without evaluating their ~rds in light of
ou.t' o~.-m conditions. This is a very basic flaw in left circles generally-to be
inco.t?ablt.; of thinking and thus rendering the creative 7.·l0rks of t;.1e great revolutionaries i~to hollow phrases as a result of anplying them dogmatically a~d
:tb'3tracted fran practice. And because of these and ot.'ier basic flaus on the
le~·t, 3C'":'\e of our people get disgusted and drift into adventurism. If one
::o:!.loFs the political trail of the SLA--SCS, RU, Vencerenos-this fact becor:es
V?:'-:-' clear, for this is a textbook case of ho\·T ultra-leftis:r.t crystalizes. In
a ·]~er~.l sense, the inability of the left to build a real a.'1d r.ulti-faceted
-'2.3S .:.ove~nt in the u.s. is the breeding ·ground for grou~s like the SLA, and
~atl--ter t~3...'1 cor::ect its O\·m fla\•75, rore often than not th~ l:~ft attacks t ..h.osc
s1lL'1te~ qroups wnich its sterile practice gives rise to L1 the fi=st place.
:'our child bums itself through playing l,.-lith the rratches that you never tauqh.t
it ::1ot to (or at least use correctly) , so you turn around and burn this c:Uld' s
?ingers once again to "teach" hin and others a lesson. All this is not m.?.rely
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stupid, it is criminal, and if certain forces on the left find themselves
unable or unwilling to end their devisive sectarianism and get down to work
~i th ail honest ·forces, then the least they ·can do is have the decency to
show some respect for those who try, even if they go about it incorrectly.
Sterility is adventurisms other profile, plain and simple, and M~ 86-stre is
correct in pointing out the curious way in which the u.s. left supports
armed struggle all over the world--right up until the tilre it "sneaks" pc.st
our borders. Of course, sane will say "but -we are not ready for annad struggle
in the U.s. , 11 but let us make this just a bit more concrete and ask "Why?"
~ve will be answered (for the 2, OOOth tine this year) "the .masses are not
ready."
But once again, "Why?" To be ready implies preparation, does it not? And
we are all preparing for the inevitable anned struggle, are we not? And if
so, your dispute with t'1.e SLA centers around timing and method~ so Why not
deal with these and other differences irt a principled manner instead of slander
and unprincipled attacks ·which simply confuse the issue and serves the class
enemy? Many of ·.JS are simply refusing to see the SIA irt an historical context,
hence
are unable to see the SLA in the present, and ~us we rush to isolate
this phenanena and not weigh it on the 3·=ale of social reality. This speaks
·of our ~·m practical and theoretical irmlaturity in "nettl left" circles, and
outright bankruptcy and tailing after liberals in the "stinking corpse" of
the "old left," nothing more. And in particular cases, scree groups a.te--·so
unsure of their developrrent that when an anarchist group busts out of t~e
closet, they are quick to kick the door shut and scream "agent" fer subjective reasons alone, letting principles fly cut the window in.an area where
principled, objective criticism is required.

we

POIT'·lT THREE: Do revolutionists dismiss the. tactics of kidnap, ra:n.scrn, and
urban guerrilla warfare out of hand? Of c6urse not. We weigh our tactics in
light of our strategy, the concrete conditions that we face, the forces we
have at hand, what can be done with both, and out of this arises a poli~:ical
selection from the arsoneT of revolution. At a given f.i.ne, sane tactics are
mre suitable than others; and ·by "tl1e same token, what is a good tactic today
my becane .a bad one toiTOri:"ow, or vice versa, depending on the rrove.r:ent itself,
the correlation of forces, and our concrete needs' at a certain historical ::onjuncture. But in all cases, we· can.rtot deal with tactics in the abstract, for
our moverrent . is Concrete and the tactics we employ flow fran this fact, .not
textbook naxims and slogans debated in academic circles. In analyzing the
conditions that we face and their processes of development, in having a long
tern strategy which our day to day ~rk must be geared towards, ·we link ourselves to historical necessity and seek to fulfill the revolutionacy tasks
required of us.
·
'Ihe S!A has no analys:ls of conditions, nor does it. have an historical
understanding of the class struggle or socialisrtr--it has tactics which have
lJeen elevated into a strategy. '!his flows from the class ccmpositioli of the
SI.A--students and lumpen--and from rnistald.hg the beginnings of class struC:"qle
for its end~armed ~eizure of power--and replacing historic necessity wi~h
shaer voluntarism, comnunism with anarchisl'n. We have to recognize tl:1ese li.r.litc:ttions of the S!A, but that does not alter the fact that thev are a revolu-
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tiona.ry tendency, not agents, drunkards, etc. , as has been rurrored by the
present 3PP, 'Who's leaders ran ON the Democratic ticket and FROM Attica in '71.
~1. Sostre recognized the incorrect approach of t."le Chilean revisionists in
their refusal to arm the masses in their struggle for ~~r, yet vmat he fails
to recognize is that this has its reverse, ultra-left side: refusing to recoqnize that otir ·movement is still weak, our forces scattered, and that building
ou.:- moverrent through "fire-po-wer" at t.his time will have an op?Qsite effect.
In Chile you had a mass rnovem:mt that was schooled in the class struggle but
c~oked to death by the bankrupt policies of the leaders who tailed after thern,
·..rhile in the U.S. we lack a mass rrovement and sare of our vanguard cadre \va.nt
those who ar: ready now to pick up the gun to take its place. And while the
Chilean leaders succeeded in holding the people back fran making history at
t."lis point, sane of our cadre in the u.S. want to push the people ahead of
history and when they will not go (just like your child will no-t walk, ruch
J.ess run, days after its birth) these cadre make that leap without them. We
should rerrernber that oppression minus consciousness equals defeatism, and it
was just for this reason that the oppressed people in the L.A. ghetto cowered
in corners· or fled, for they did not know what was happening and were not
prepared to act even if they did know. Nothing can replace the slow and persistant ~vork of education and organization geared towards the day when a MASS
~~IQV(J.~iT can inspire MASS TffiROR in the hearts of our enemies through ARM':D
ro-q~ that is \Yell organized and nation-wide .in its scope, and all "leaps,"
all "shortcuts" away fran building this mass novenent signifies that those
'v·lho do this reg:9.rd the masses as incapable of winning their own liberation.
rJithout t..rus mass movement, all talk of tactics to replace it shows evidence
of a simple L~tence on our part in the face of the historic tasks before us.

rorm FOUR: As M. Sostre points out, histocy shows us that a people's army
is needed to crush the milita:ry ann of the capitalist class (their State apparatus), yet history also shows us that this anny was and is the people themselves, not isolated cadre who acted in the peoples' narre. r1. Sostre also
'Jelieves that the SIA represents the nucleus of the people's anny, yet does
not tackle the problem of how this anny is to grow fran the base of the SIA.
If a group is underground, hunted day and night by the enemy, forced to fight
:~or its life at every turn,. and has no links to the masses, then the only way
i::1 ~..;hich the SIA can graN is· through a spa1t.a.necus assimilation of their tactics
and program, i.e., SI!lall groups arise here and there t·:> l:·:>llow the lead of the
SIA \lithout organizational ties or the ability to canbine for::es or concentrate tactics. '!hat this will develop we have no doubt, but how far it will
qo to~.-;ards ~feating a well organized enemy who is superior in te.rms of manpower, firepower, technique and mobility, renains to be ansYJered. At a certain
point---for a spontaneous rrovercent (even a mass one) sooner or later internalizes itself and has yet to sieze and hold power anywhere in the world--the
mF.ber of deaths, disabled and captured will exceed the flow of recruits caning
in; recruits who have no fonnal links with the SLA itself. '!he enemy's armed
forces are both expendable and replaceable, while each cadre underground takes
on an increased importance in direct prq;>~rtioo to their numbers diminishing.
It is not a question of will or sheer bravery that dictates success, but the
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cold realities of life and revolution--organization, planning, and the
·:tbiU.ty to both replace expended cadre with new ories (who ~,..,ill need training)
and .?.t the sarne time grow and consolidate victories and base 3:reas. M. sostre
also forgets :tha't deveHopment holds in its fonnula a reverse process, that of
reduction and disintegration. ,\nd·what of the question of base areas, ~mich
are needed to wage.' 3uccessful lrban guerrilla warfare? Without them the
Chinese, Cuban and Vietnamese revolutionists could not have triumphed in
their protracted struggles, yet t.liey ~re located in rural areas, for the
rost l?Clrt, while ~:He are speaking of cities. Must we not find new answers to
qua.l.itatively new questions that arise fran this fact? Yet ~:He are content to
transport lessons from other and previous experiences instead of finding our
ot.·m, and we even vulgarize them in the process. Such infantilism IS NOr the
stuff from which revolutions are forged, and it is about tL-re ~:He begin dealing
t·.rit..lJ. concrete facts and analyses of the .real situation before us. ,
vJe are dealing with the rrost vicious and well prepared enemy that t.'1e t.,JOrlds
peoples have ever known, yet we counter this with various assortments of erotionalisrn and lack of preparation, and while it may appear dialectical that
the r.10st advanced capitalist nation has the most ba·~~<:Ward revolutionary mvernent, this is a dialectic that we of the Peoples Party refuse to accept· as
historically valid.
The.:;e four areas must be considered by all honest forces in the u.-s. If we
reject Marxism-Leninism as a reflex of rejecting the Gus Hall's and IJ.nda
J~~ess's of the world, and embrace anarchist individualism as a result, then
we do ourselves untold hann and forsake the tasks before us. ~d if . we reject
the broad masses of the people because they "just aren't ready" or· ".the masses
are asses" type thinking, then all the vulgar fonns of oppression we are subjected to will remain in effect, for it is precisely these masses--led by a
truly revolutionary vanguard 'in FACT, not just RHEroRIC--who are the real
-::-a}(ers of history. SO while we accept the SIA as part of the saz:re stJ::U'1gle ~
ar3 \·.raging, and as canrades in that struggle (in the sense of having a camon
enemy and a cc:mn::>n love for the people), ~ of the Peoples Party do noi: feel
that their tac,tics are correct at this tine or in need of being follo\Ed as
a substitute for building the mass noverrent.
we believe in and work for the day of MASS ARMED STROOGLE, educatincr our
)eople in the prisons as COITIT\Uilists who are capable of ADDIOO to this mass
struggle by helping to BUILD it, and reject any tactics at th.is tin'e ~.mich may
crive self-satisfaction to the few, but which do little more than leave the
'Jroad masses suffering under the yoke of capitalism. It is irnJ?ossible to "unite
tj~e :.any to defeat t.l}e few" if we are isolated frc::m t.he people, and at this
ti~ in the rovement, SIA tactics lead to just this isolation. And while we
ca..'1.not tell our brothers and sisters on the streets what their reality is, we
believe that the voice of the Peoples. Party should be heard and considered
i:': we are to be consistent with our principles and program. y1e clos•3 with
c<Y.T1U:!ist greetings.
PeOples Party III -- Ministry of Information
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